Double-leg stance and dynamic balance in individuals with functional ankle instability.
To investigate whether double-leg stance could reveal balance deficits in subjects with functional ankle instability (FAI) and whether such an assessment of static balance would be correlated with measures of dynamic instability, 16 individuals with FAI and 16 healthy controls participated in this study. Static postural control was tested using double-leg stance (either with the eyes open (EO) or closed (EC)) on a dual-plate force platform. Dynamic balance was evaluated using the Multiple Hop Test (MHT) and a weight-shifting task. FAI subjects were significantly less stable in the anteroposterior direction during double-leg stance (as assessed by velocity of centre of pressure, VCP), both for the EO and EC condition. In the mediolateral direction the VCP values were also higher in FAI, but significance was only found for the EC condition (p=.02). FAI subjects made significantly more balance errors compared to healthy controls (p<.001) on both the affected and less affected leg during MHT. There were no significant differences between FAI and healthy subjects during the weight-shifting task. No relationship was found between double-leg stance and MHT measures (all correlations (rs) less than .30). This study suggests that static postural control during double-leg stance is impaired in FAI subjects. Although dynamic balance during MHT is also affected, no significant relationship was found between static and dynamic measurements, which indicate that they are most probably related to different aspects of postural control.